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Abstract
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common autosomal recessive disease in Caucasians. The dysfunction of Cystic
Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR) causes the disease by disrupting epithelial salt and water
transport. Characteristic manifestations of the disease such as chronic respiratory infections, pancreatic enzyme
insufficiency, and infertility are caused by the accumulation of mucus in the ducts. Nowadays nearly 2000 CFTR
mutatioans are known. The most common mutation is F508del. F508del/F508del mutation is not always
accompanied by severe manifestations. The clinical expression is different among patients, taking into account the
mutations and another factor, among them, enviromental and modifier genes. In the case of rare mutations
symptoms vary from patient to patient being influenced by environmental factors and modifier genes. We present a
case with a less common combination of mutations and an atypical clinical presentation.
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Introduction
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a systemic, recessively inherited disease
affecting the exocrine glands. CF occurs most commonly among
Caucasians of Northern European descent and an estimated 1 in 2500
Caucasian births are affected. It is the most common lethal hereditary
disorder in the European population and it is the major cause of
chronic debilitating pulmonary disease and pancreatic exocrine
deficiency during the first three decades of life [1].
The severity and symptoms of the disease vary considerably due to
different mutations of the gene (sometimes patients may experience
few symptoms: infertility, other times the symptoms may become
more severe: pancreatic/respiratory insufficiency) [2-4].
Exocrine abnormalities are reflected by electrolyte imbalance,
changes in mucus (thick, sticky mucus, difficult to eliminate),
obstructive lesions with cystic dilation and destruction of the mucous
glands. Impairment of bronchial, pancreatic and bile epithelium is
responsible for the manifestations of pulmonary and pancreatic-biliary
disease [5,6].
The generalized exocrinopathy is responsible for the classic triad of
symptoms that associate progressive obstructive lung disease, exocrine
pancreatic insufficiency and a high sweat chloride level (the Sweat test
measures chloride level in sweat and is the standard method for
diagnosing CF [7-9].
Mutations in a single gene - the Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane
Regulator (CFTR) gene - causes CF. CFTR gene is mostly expressed in
epithelial cells, where CFTR exerts its multiple functions, including the
chlorine channel and regulator of ion channels function (resulting an
adequate surface hydration). Nowadays nearly 2000 CFTR mutations
are known, but few of them have a frequency higher than 1%. One in
20 people is an unaffected carrier of the CF mutation [10,11].
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The most common mutation, F508del is a deletion of three
nucleotides that result in a loss of the amino acid phenylalanine at the
508th position on the protein. F508del mutation accounts for 70% of
CF cases worldwide [10].
There are some rare mutations, carriers of these mutations
presenting an atypical symptomatology. R1070 mutation has different
clinical presentation. R1070P and R1070Q mutation have been
associated with severe pancreatic insufficiency. R1070W mutation has
been associated with mild pancreatic insufficiency and obstructive
azoospermia. There are 140 cases in the world with the R1070W
mutation [4,6,12,13].

Case Report
We report the case of a boy who at the age of 6 months was
hospitalized for weight loss, vomiting, eating disorders, and
drowsiness.
From family history mention that mother is diagnosed with asthma.
He was born full term, following a normal pregnancy; birth weight was
2950 g, Apgar score 8 and he was exclusively breast fed to 6 months. In
the first two weeks of life he had omphalitis; at the age of 3 months
suffered a craniocerebral trauma. A Computerized Tomography exam
revealed a long linear fracture running across the temporo-parietal
bone and an extracerebral hematoma in the left temporoparietal
region.
Initial clinical examination revealed: fair general state of health,
afebrile, but lethargic, dark circles under the eyes, pale skin, dry lips
and slightly long capillary refill time, but without signs of shock;
generalized micro-papular rash.
Clinical neurologic examination revealed: psychomotor agitation
and iritability, with no abnormalities in tone, strength and
coordination and normal fontanelle (0.5–1cm).
External genitals examination revealed phimosis.
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After 24 hours of spitalization a diagnosis of vomiting syndrome,
moderate dehydratation syndrome and phimosis was made.
Laboratory results revealed metabolic alkalosis (pH=7.56),
hyponatremia (130 mmol/L), hypopotasemia (3.2 mmol/L),
hypocalcemia (1.12 mmol/L), hypochloremia (84 mmol/L) and high
levels of lactic acid (30 Mg/mL). Also it revealed leukocytosis (23000/
μL) with lymphocytosis (12700/μL) and thrombocytosis (749000/μL),
with normal C-reactive protein (0.1 Mg/dL).
Liver function enzymes were normal, also creatinine, uric acide and
alkaline phosphatase levels. Cortizol levels were lower than normal
(29.9 mol/L); normal urine test with undetectable urine sodium levels,
negative stool test for fat and meat fibers; normal transfontanellar
ultrasound scan.
The neurological examination revealed general hypotonia and
lethargy. Electroencephalogram recording showed no abnormal
activity. Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain revealed a small
subdural fluid collection adjacent to the left frontal lobe (2 mm
diameter and 18 mm length).
Abdominal ultrasound revealed: normal located kidneys, with
normal shape, hyperechoic cortex (which appears similar to the
echogenicity of the liver), good corticomedullary differentiation.
Sonography of the urinary bladder showed: thin bladder wall and
transonic content.
Ophtalmologic examinations revealed normal findings.
Additional neurological examination showed mild psychomotor
retardation. The patient had a history of traumatic brain injury. He
received Pyritanolum and was recommended neuromotorial recovery.
Neurosurgical examination showed that subdural hematoma didn’t
require any medical surveillance.
After 72 hours of hospitalization, a diagnosis of hypochloremic
alkalosis, mild psychomotor retardation, traumatic subdural
hematoma and phimosis was made.
We have taken into consideration the following differential
diagnoses: Bartter syndrome, Gitelman syndrome, Seegmiller-Kelley
syndrome, encephalitis, aminoacidopathies, salt wasting syndrome,
and CF.
Sweat tests were negative on three separate occasiones, with
measured sweat chloride of: 59 mmol/L, 68 mmol/L, and 58 mmol/L
(normal value = 0–60). Serum amino acids levels and creatine
phosphokinase were normal.
Genetic analysis showed that the child was positive for F508del
heterozygote mutation, and for c.3208C >T familial mutation in
heterozygote form (which has been localized to chromosome 17b,
band CFTR (R1070W)). Mother was found to be carrier of c.3208C>T
familial mutation in heterozygote form. Father was found to be carrier
of F508del heterozygote mutation. The patient’s brother was
diagnosed with Hirschprung disease. Patient's brother was not
diagnosed with CF.
• After all laboratory investigations patient is diagnosed with CF.
• The head trauma of the patient has not any rellationship with
• CF symptoms
The child had several hospital stays for acute dehydratation. In
January 2012 he was hospitalized for acute pancreatitis, he received
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pancreatic enzyme therapy (Kreon 10000 UI), and evolution was
favorable. In April 2012 he was tested for genetic mutation PRSS1
(cationic trypsinogen gene) R122C, R122H, N291, A16V, SPINK1,
N345- NEGATIVE (which are most frequently associated with
idiopatic chronic pancreatitis).
At age of 3 and 8 month year this boy has presented with vomiting
cough and modified stool. Symptomatology appeared a week ago,
when the patient had presented an episode of upper respiratory tract
infection and received symptomatic treatment at home. Four days
prior to hospitalization the patient presented stool modification
(constipation), and two days before, he suffered two episodes of
vomiting.
On this last admission his weight was 16.5kg (p50), height 106cm
(p90) and BMI=14.7 kg/m2 (p25 – p10). He was afebril, but his general
state of health was fair. He presented signs of mild dehydratation, neck
with laterocervicaladenophaty, but normal coloured throat and
palatglossal arch. The abdomen was tender to touch in the epigastric
area; without organomegalia.
Laboratory results revealed elevated levels of serum and urine
amylase (162 U/L, 1680 U/L), elevated lipase levels (120 U/L), Creactive protein negative (0.6 Mg/dL), normal bilirubin values (total
bilirubin = 0.35 Mg/mL, direct bilirubin = 0.16 Mg/mL), elevated liver
enzymes (aspartate aminotransferase= 50 U/L), normal urea, normal
white blood cells, platelets and creatinine. The patient had metabolic
alkalosis
(pH=7.48,
HCO3=26.1
mmol/L)
and
anemia
(haemoglobin=10.9 g/dL). The day after admission analyses were
repeated. Laboratory results revealed high serum amilasis (155 U/L),
anemia (Haemoglobin=10.9 g/dL), and other values were within
normal limits. Abdominal ultrasound was performed with normal
results.
A diagnosis of CF, acute pancreatitis, moderate dehydratation
syndrome, acute angina and microcytic hypochromic anemia was
made. He received therapy with intravenous fluids for electrolyte and
acid-base rebalancing, antitussive syrup, probiotic, NaCl aerosol and
evolution was favorable. He was discharged from the hospital with
following treatment: NaCl aerosol, oral rehydratation salts and
vitamins A, D, and E. A nasopharyngeal swab was performed
periodically, also fecal pancreatic elastase, urinary and serum amylase
levels, and biochemical dosages of vitamins A, D, E. Analysis of
pancreatic elastase in feces revealed values higher than 500 µg/ g
(which allow exclusion of acute pancreatitis).
Short-term and long term prognosis is good, but in long term mild
pancreatic insufficiency and infertility may occur.
Particularities of the case
Genetic testing detected a rare combination of CFTR mutations.
Symptomatology is atypical for the diagnosed disease.
We cannot appreciate the role of each mutation in the appearance
of symptoms; clinical manifestations are caused by mutations
combination.
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